Manu LARCENET
Selling Exhibition of Blast and Les Rêveurs
October 2th to November 10th 2012

To mark the publication of « La Tête la première… », the third opus
in Blast, Galerie Champaka has the honour of welcoming the second
exhibition dedicated to the work of Manu Larcenet (the first took
place in 2009 in the Galerie Desbois in Paris). The exhibition will
present the graphic elements from the three albums of Blast,
eighteen unpublished illustrations inédites and originals from three
works published by Les Rêveurs, the publishing house created by
Manu Larcenet and Nicolas Lebedel.
Les Rêveurs
The publishing house Les Rêveurs responds to the two founders’ desire to give
authors the time they need to make books that are not standard in content or
format, but at an affordable price. This creative space has nurtured the books which
paved the way for the shock of Blast to appear in favourable conditions. Ex Abrupto,
Dallas Cowboy and Presque already address, with impact and guts, a father’s death,
coping with authority, and the nocturnal seesaw between dream and nightmare. The
exhibition presents twenty of these foundational originals.
Blast : the original drawings
To draw Blast, Larcenet employs various instruments to make an incredible deepsea dive in the ocean of human emotions. For his characters, he tracks down
the perfect attitude which, combined with powerful atmospheres, produce a
mesmerising seduction. He creates several drawings, choosing certain ones to scan
and compose the album’s pages on the computer one by one. The originals on paper
fuse inspiration and energy and prove his exceptional dexterity.
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Polza walks the night
For the exhibition, Manu Larcenet has imagined eighteen drawings at the size of
30 x 40 cms, an unusually large format for him. The contrasts of black, grey and
white serve to capture the nocturnal progress of Polza, the central character in
Blast. Larcenet is known for being fascinated by nature ; thanks to this ensemble,
he returns to the secrets of romanticism. Surely Victor Hugo would perceive in these
landscapes a harmony between a soul’s intelligence and that of nature. As in the
graphic novels, conflicts are not devastatung only to the human characters. The duel
between light and darkness is endless, and the artist’s skill with blacks proves as
rich as the subterranean equivalent of a rainbow…

